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We examine changes in the characteristics of American youth between the late 1970s and the late
1990s, with a focus on characteristics that matter for labor market success. We reweight the NLSY79
to look like the NLSY97 along a number of dimensions that are related to labor market success, including
race, gender, parental background, education, test scores, and variables that capture whether individuals
transition smoothly from school to work. We then use the re-weighted sample to examine how changes
in the distribution of observable skills affect employment and wages. We also use more standard regression
methods to assess the labor market consequences of differences between the two cohorts. Overall,
we find that the current generation is more skilled than the previous one. Blacks and Hispanics have
gained relative to whites and women have gained relative to men. However, skill differences within
groups have increased considerably and in aggregate the skill distribution has widened. Changes in
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1. INTRODUCTION
Labor and growth economists typically look to the process of skill formation as a pri-
mary driving force of both economic inequality and economic development. Consequently,
the literature on economic inequality and economic development abounds with studies that
investigate how overall skill formation contributes to growth and inequality.
1 But, while the
central role of skill acquisition is well understood, relatively little is known about how young
people today compare to their predecessors along various dimensions of skill. Without this
knowledge there are many questions that we can not begin to address.
For example, how will the adult labor market outcomes of American youth compare
to the previous generation? Will gaps between race and ethnic groups narrow or widen? How
will other key outcomes, such as marriage and fertility and incarceration rates differ across
generations? Of course the answers to these questions hinge on broad changes in social pro-
cesses, culture, government policy, and the economy that are very difﬁcult to forecast decades
in advance. However, the answers also depend on the distribution of cognitive and non-
cognitive skills among the today’s youth, a distribution that is already partially observed. In
particular, we can measure the parental background, race and ethnicity, cognitive test scores,
educational achievements and early labor market outcomes of those aged 20-24. From past
studies, we know that these measures explain a substantial portion of the variance across
people in employment rates, hourly wage rates, and hourly earnings and other outcomes at
ages 40-45. These skill measures therefore allow us to glimpse one of the major determinants
of labor market outcomes in 2025, when today’s youth reach their prime earning ages.
In this paper, we compare the distribution of skills in two cohorts. The speciﬁc co-
horts that we compare are determined by the availability of panel data from National Longi-
tudinal Survey of Youth, 1997 (NLSY97) on individuals who were aged 12 to 16 in 1997 and
from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 1979 (NLSY79) on individuals who were
aged 14 to 22 in 1979.
2 We examine the implications of changes in the characteristics of Amer-
ican youth for a set of adult labor market outcomes, in particular wages and employment.
Wages and employment provide a natural metric through which to aggregate various skill
1For example, Denison (1974) and Jorgensen et al. (1987) measure how the American labor force changed on the
basis of education, work hours, and change in the age and gender mix of the labor force. Using these as inputs in
growth accounting, they found that the acquisition of individual skills represents the largest contributing factor
to economic growth in the ﬁrst half of the 20th century. Lange and Topel (2007) ﬁnd that much of the convergence
in earnings across US states between 1940-2000 can be attributed to reductions in skill gaps across states. Other
researchers have examined the role of differences in the conditions of skill acquisition to understand economic
inequality across and within demographic groups. Juhn, Murphy and Pierce (1991) for instance rely heavily on
skill difference between blacks and whites to explain why the decline in the black-white wage gap halted after
1975. They emphasize that the halt in the black-white wage gap reﬂected how increasing skill prices interacted
with pre-existing skill differences between blacks and whites.
2In this study we use the word "cohort" to refer to either the NLSY79 or the NSLY97. We use the word "birth-year"
to refer to groups of individuals deﬁned by their birth year.2 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
measures into a single skill index. In our study, this skill index is provided by wages and em-
ployment of individuals of the NLSY79 cohort during the 1998-2004 survey years.
3 To avoid
misunderstanding, note that throughout the paper we use the term "skill index" to refer to
variables that are correlated with labor market outcomes. In the case of race and gender, part
of that relationship may be due to discrimination.
The ﬁrst step in our study is to create a set of youth characteristics that correlate
with adult outcomes and are comparable across NLSY97 and NLSY79. The second step is
to examine the consequences of differences between the characteristics of the 1979 and 1997
cohorts for various adult outcomes. Speciﬁcally, we assess what the adult outcomes of the
1997 cohort will be if the relationship between characteristics and adult outcomes turns out
to be the same for the 1997 cohort as it has been for 1979. To accomplish this, we draw on
the re-weighting procedure employed by Dinardo, Fortin, and Lemieux ((1995), hereafter,
DFL).
4 Basically, we re-weight the 1979 sample to have the same distribution of characteristics
as the 1997 sample. We can then compare how outcomes are distributed in the re-weighted
1979 sample and in the sample prior to re-weighting and can thus measure how the changes
in characteristics between 1979 and 1997 affects the outcomes of interest. For example we
can estimate how adult wages of the 1979 cohort would have been distributed if the 1979
cohort had had the characteristics of the 1997 cohort. Furthermore, we can decompose the
difference between this counterfactual and the actual distribution into the contributions of
various subsets of characteristics.
The DFL procedure can be interpreted as a generalization of the Blinder-Oaxaca de-
composition procedure, since it is not based on an outcome equation that is linear in param-
eters. In fact, the general approach following DFL has the advantage that is does not require
any parametric model relating outcomes to characteristics. It also generalizes the Blinder-
Oaxaca approach since it allows examining the impact of changes in particular characteristics
on statistics other than the mean. The main disadvantage is that the DFL approach does not
estimate parameters that relate outcomes to characteristics and that can potentially be inter-
preted.
An alternative approach proposed by Machado and Mata (2005), Melly (2005) and
Goesling et al. (2000) explores semi-parameteric approaches that restrict the quantiles of the
outcomeconditionalonthecharacteristics. Theseapproachesstrivetopartiallyrelaxthepara-
metric restrictions imposed by the Blinder-Oaxaca approach, but still provide interpretable
3At this point the respondents to the NLSY79 were 39-47 years old and typically had more than 10 years of expe-
rience.
4DFL is one of a number of papers in the literature that use propensity scores to re-weight samples. See for
example Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder (2003) who show that efﬁcient estimates of average treatment effects of
binary treatments on scalar outcomes can be obtained by weighing with the inverse of a nonparametric estimate
of the propensity score. This is closely related to the weighing procedure adopted in this paper with the exception
that we are relying on parametric estimates of the propensity score. Since we are re-weighting the 1979 cohort to
have the characteristics of the 1997 cohort, the "treatment" in our case is giving the 1997 cohort the 1979 wage
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parameter estimates. However, the parameters are hard to interpret when the number of con-
ditioning variables is large and interactions among the various characteristics are allowed for.
We therefore rely mainly on a DFL type procedure, but present some results based on the
Blinder-Oaxaca regression procedure for a simple speciﬁcation.
Regardless of method, we require representative samples for both the 1979 and the
1997 cohort that contain characteristics that can be compared across cohorts. Much of the
empirical work described below aims to ensure that these conditions are met. We pay partic-
ular attention to the AFQT-scores which were administered at different ages and based upon
different test formats. Another crucial issue is whether the 1979 and 1997 cohorts are rep-
resentative, particularly after attrition and missing data on two key variables are accounted
for.
Our main results are as follows.
(1) The 1997 cohort is stronger than the 1979 cohort in most dimensions that matter for
wages. Inparticular, the1997cohortisstrongerthan1979cohortineducation, parental
education, and test scores. However, the fraction of individuals who lived with both
parents at age 14 declined substantially between 1979 and 1997.
(2) The increase in skills of the younger cohort implies on average a wage increase of
about 5% for whites and more for minorities.
(3) The implied difference in employment rates are small, but they show a small increase
for blacks and Hispanics gain relative to white males.
(4) Skill gaps across race and gender decrease. Black and Hispanic males and females
gain relative to their white counterparts. White women gain more than white men.
The sources of the gains vary across race/gender groups.
(5) The skill distribution widens within race/gender groups as well as for the entire pop-
ulation.
(6) Much of the increase is associated with increases in parental education.
The paper continues in section 2, where we present our methodology. In section 3,
we describe the data. We also present evidence on and ways of accounting for biases that
may arise due to problems with the NLS97 base year sample, missing data on key variables,
and attrition. In section 4 we discuss the speciﬁcations of the probit models used to adjust
the 1979 sample to match the characteristics of 1997. In sections 5 and 6 we present our basic
results. In the ﬁnal section, we summarize our main ﬁndings and outline the next steps in our
project
2. ECONOMETRIC METHODS
We now describe our procedure for assessing the changes in the skill distribution
across the NLSY79 and NLSY97. There are many dimensions of skill one could look at. Skill
measures such as years of education and test scores are not reported in a natural metric that
allows one to aggregate variations in observed skill distributions. We measure and aggregate4 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
the contributions of the various skills using the labor market outcomes (primarily wages and
employment) of the NLSY79 cohort during the 1998-2004 survey years. At this point the 1979
cohort has reached the peak of its life-cycle earnings proﬁle.
5
Ourestimatesofcounterfactualwagedistributionsanswerthequestion, "Whatwages
will the NLSY97 cohort earn at the peak of their life-cycle earnings if the wage distribution
conditional on skills stays unchanged between the NLSY79 and NLSY97 cohort?" Our esti-
mates also answer the question, "What wages would the NLSY79 cohorts have earned if they
had had the observed skills of the NLSY97 cohort?" To answer these equivalent questions, we
re-weight the NLSY79 to have the same distribution of skills as the 1997 cohort and then use
the re-weighted data to generate the counterfactual wage distribution for the NLSY97 cohort.
2.1. Basic Approach. For each observation from the NLSY79 we obtain a realization (z,w)
of the random vectors Z and W. Observations from the NLSY97 consist of realizations of Z
only. We lack realizations of W for NLSY97 and strive to obtain counterfactual distributions
of W. Let t and t0 stand for the populations that the NLSY79 and NLSY97 are drawn from,
respectively.6 We will sometimes refer to the cohorts by "1979" and "1997" rather than t and t0.
Wages in the economy faced by 1979 are determined by w = W79(z,u), where the
vector z is observed and the vector u is not. The function W79(z,u) serves as our metric for
aggregating components of the skill vector z.
Let g(u|z,t) and g(u|z,t0) be the conditional densities of u given z for the two cohorts.
We make the following key assumption on the relation between observed and unobserved
skills:
Assumption A1: The distribution of u conditional on z is the same for 1979 and 1997 cohorts:
(A.1) g(u|z,t) = g(u|z,t0)
This assumption allows us to construct a counterfactual distribution of wages using
W79(z,u) and the observed distribution of Z for the 1997 cohort. Of course, A.1 is not likely to
hold exactly. Behavioral responses to differences between t and t0 in skill prices, unobserved
differences across cohorts in school quality, neighborhood environment, or family environ-
ment might lead the assumption to fail. Furthermore, changes in compulsory schooling laws,
college tuition subsidies, or race and gender discrimination should alter the relationship be-
tween parental education and innate characteristics that are transmitted to children.
Let f(w|t,z) =
R
1(Wt(u,z) = w|t,z)g(u|z,t)du be the density of adult wages of
the cohort t (the 1979 cohort) conditional on z. Here 1(Wt(u,z) = w|t,z) denotes the Dirac
function – it takes the value 1 when Wt (u,z) equals w. Assumption (A.1) implies that the
5Mean wages typically rise rapidly during the ﬁrst 10 years of experience but do not grow much subsequently. In
1998 the NLSY79 cohort was between 33 and 41 years old, and even the youngest respondents typically had more
than 10 years of labor market experience.
6The birth years are 1957-1964 for NLSY79 and 1980-1984 for the NSLY97.CHANGES IN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN YOUTH 5
conditional wage density for cohort t and t0 are the same:
f(w|t,z) =
Z





In the remainder of the paper, we will suppress the ”t” superscripts on the wage function W
because we will always be considering the 1979 wage function.7
Note that f(w|t) =
R













and p(t0|z) and p(t|z) = 1 − p(t0|z) are the probabilities or “propensity scores" of appearing
in sample t0 and sample t, respectively, conditional on z.8 The ratio
p(t)
p(t0) is the unconditional
odds that the observation is from cohort t. Thus the second equality in (2.3) says that ψ(z) is
also equal to the product of the odds that an observation comes from cohort t0 conditional on
z multiplied by
p(t)
p(t0), the unconditional odds that the observation is from cohort t. The term
following the ﬁrst equality says that the weight function ψ(z) may also be expressed as the
relative frequency (density) of the skill vector z in 1997 versus 1979.
Equation (2.2) shows that under Assumption 1 one can obtain the density of adult
wages for a population that faces the 1979 wage function but has the observed characteristics
of the 1997 sample. One simply multiplies the density from t by the weight function ψ(z).
Clearly, multiplying by ψ(z) ensures that the re-weighted distribution of skills for 1979 is
identical to the actual distribution of skills in 1997.
We implement (2.2) as follows. First, we pool data from NLSY79 and NLSY97 and
estimate the propensity score p(t0|z) using skill measures Z that are observed for both the
NLSY79 and the NLSY97 cohort. We then generate the "propensity weights" ψ(z) and apply
theseweightstotheNLSY79data. There-weighteddataareusedtogeneratevariousstatistics
of the counterfactual wage distribution f(w|t0). In particular, we estimate f(w|t0) itself and
compare it to f(w|t). We also derive the counterfactual wage distribution conditional on var-
ious sub-components of Z. Note, that in applying these procedures we must account for the
7IfoneweretoassumeaparametricformW
79(z,u)=W(z,u;β79)andmakeassumptionsabouthowβ97 willrelate
to β79, then one could use W(z,u;β97) to forecast the wage distribution for the 97 cohort. We do not explore such
assumptions and instead simply focus on the counterfactual distribution generated by changing endowments of
observed skills between the 1979 and 1997 cohort.












0)dz. Substitute f(w|z,t) =
f(w,z|t)
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sampling weights provided by the NLSY79 and NLSY97 to achieve population representative
samples.9
2.2. Identifying the Contribution of Subsets of Variables to Differences between the 1979
and 1997 Wage Distributions. Above we showed how to generate a counterfactual distribu-
tion of wages that is implied by a shift in the distribution of the skill vector Z from t to t0.
It is natural to ask how much various components of the random vector Z (say Z1 and Z2)
contribute to the overall change in the distribution of wages from f(w|t) to f(w|t0). That is,
one would like to decompose the differences between the observed wage distribution of the
NLSY79 sample and the counterfactual wage distribution of the NLSY97 sample into varia-
tion due to Z1 or Z2.
The ﬁrst thing to note is that in general there is more than one way to decompose
the change in f(w|t) into the contributions of Z1 and Z2. Any particular decomposition is of
interest only because it corresponds to an implicit or explicit understanding of the underlying
structure of the economy. Below we propose a decomposition of the change from f(w|t) to
f(w|t0) that is based on a partition of the skill vector Z into subvectors Z1 and Z2 that can
be interpreted as determined recursively in the sense that Z1 is determined prior to Z2. This
decomposition provides useful insights into the changing skill distribution between 1979 and
1997.
To present the decomposition, we need some additional notation. Let Gt
W,Z1,Z2 de-
note the joint distribution of (W,Z1,Z2) at t. Also let Gt
W,Z1|Z2 to denote the distribution of
(W,Z1) conditional on Z2 and let Gt
Z1to denote the distribution of Z1. Deﬁne the distributions
for different conditioning sets and period t
0
analogously. Now, consider the pdf of w which
is implied by the joint distribution Gt






























Next consider the counterfactual pdf of w that would be observed if Z2 was dis-
tributed as in t0 but W and Z1 were distributed as in t conditional on Z2. Denote this coun-
terfactual distribution as f(w|Gt
W,Z1|Z2,Gt0






9We also generate weights to account for attrition and non-response for crucial variables. Details are provided in
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To obtain f(w|Gt
W,Z1|Z2,Gt0












Expression (2.5) gives the distribution of w if (i) the distribution of (w,z1) conditional on
z2 is that of period t and (ii) the marginal distribution of z2 is that of period t0. To obtain
f(w|Gt
W,Z1|Z2,Gt0
Z2) using (2.5), we estimate propensity weights based on z2 only. We can then
decompose the difference in the 1997 and 1979 wage densities as:


















Comparing the terms in (2.6) with the expressions (2.3) and (2.5) shows that we can
estimate the components in (2.6) by sequentially applying the propensity weights. One es-




Z2) by ﬁrst applying ψ(z2) to
the NLSY79 data, as in (2.5), to obtain f(w|Gt
W,Z1|Z2,Gt0






. To obtain the ﬁrst term, one applies ψ(z1,z2) ≡ ψ(z) to the NLSY79 data







Z2). Note that this decom-
position procedure can be undertaken sequentially with as many subvectors as desired.
In general, the decomposition will be sensitive to the order in which it is performed.
An alternative to (2.6) is given by:10








The ﬁrst term of this alternative decomposition and the second term of (2.6) both measure
the contribution of the change in the distribution of Z2 to the change in the distribution of w
between t and t0. However, the two measures are not identical. The ﬁrst term of (2.7) will
be equal to the second term of (2.6) only under special circumstances, such as independence
between Z1 and Z2
11.
The decomposition is sensitive to order, because the order of the decomposition re-















∗ = t or t
∗.
11The Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition of differences in means is unique even if there is dependence between Z1
and Z2 provided that the data generating mechanism W(Z1,Z2) is additively separable in Z1 and Z2. This result
only applies to the mean and not to other statistics of f (w|t) and f (w|t
0).8 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
of the decomposition is not arbitrary but reﬂects structural assumptions about the world. The
non-uniqueness of the above decomposition method requires the researcher to take a stand
on how Z1 and Z2 are causally related.
We impose an order on the decomposition that ﬂows from the timing of variables.
We start by including race and gender in the prediction model. We then add parental back-
ground variables followed by variables capturing individual characteristics such as educa-
tion and cognitive ability scores. Finally we add variables describing the transition into the
work force. This order of the decomposition assumes that the relation between parental back-
ground variables and individual characteristics is the same in 1979 and 1997. Thus, changing
distributions of parental background will entail changes in the resulting individual educa-
tion and ability distributions. The decomposition therefore implicitly assumes that the cross-
sectional relation between family background variables and education and ability in 1979 is
causal in the sense that changes in the distribution of parental background result in changes
in the individual variables. Similar assumptions are made regarding the relation between
parental background, individual education and ability scores on the one hand and the vari-
ables describing the speed with which individuals transition into the workforce on the other
hand. Clearly these are strong assumptions, but any alternative order of the decomposition
imposes similarly strong assumptions.12 The advantage of the above method is to make these
assumptions explicit.
In addition to the above decomposition method, we also implement a more conven-
tional Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition. Contrary to the above method, the Blinder-Oaxaca
decomposition reveals whether a variable contributes signiﬁcantly to the change in wages
because this variable has a strong link with wages or because the variable itself changed a lot
between the 1979 and 1997 cohorts. Furthermore, the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition allows
one to examine the effect on the mean of w of shifting the marginal distribution of Z1 holding
Z2 constant. Below we refer to such an effect of Z1 as the "partial effect". Such a decompo-
sition might be of interest even if there is a natural causal ordering to Z1 and Z2, as is the
case with race and gender and parental background "causing" HGC, AFQT, and the school
to work transition measures. However, unless the feature of w of interest is an additively
separable function of Z1 and Z2, one cannot analyze the effect of a change in the distribution
of Z2 without specifying the change in the joint distribution of Z1 and Z2.13 This is true even
12Belley and Lochner (2007) present evidence that the link between parental background and educational attain-
ment is stronger for the NLSY97 cohort and the NLSY79 cohort.
13The Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition applies to the case when the statistic of interest is the mean and W(Z,u) is
linear in Z1, Z2, and u. It then decomposes changes in the mean of W into a change due to a shift in the mar-
ginal distribution of Z1 that leaves the mean of Z2 unchanged as well as the corresponding shift of the marginal
distribution of Z2 that keeps the mean of Z1 ﬁxed. The Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition is unique in the sense that
any such shifts in the marginal distributions will deliver the same contribution for Z1 and Z2 respectively. The
Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition is not unique if we consider decomposing the change in f(Z1,Z2|t)−f(Z1,Z2|t
0)
into changes that do not keep the means of the respective variables unchanged. Furthermore, an analog to the
Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition does not exist for statistics that are not linear in Z1, Z2 and/or if W(Z,u) is not
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for the mean of the wage. Furthermore, the conceptual experiment of changing the marginal
distribution of parental education without changing the marginal distribution of individual
education represents a very different set of economic assumptions than that implicit in the
hierarchy of variables that underlies our decompositions based on the re-weighting method.
The latter attributes to parental education not just its direct effect on wages, but also the indi-
rect effect that arises because a change in parental education affects individual education. By
extension, the hierarchical decomposition attributes to individual education only the change
in w that is generated by the changes in the component of individual education that is orthog-
onal to family background, race, and gender.
We view the sequential decompositions based on the re-weighting method and the
Blinder-Oaxaca decompositions as complements. In Section 5.4 we therefore impose additive
separability restrictions on the conditional mean function and use multivariate linear regres-
sion as the basis for a decomposition of the overall shift in the mean.
3. DATA
Theaboveprocedurerequirescomparableskillmeasuresacrosssurveys. TheNLSY79
and NLSY97 surveys are designed for the same purpose: to examine the transition of young
Americans into the work-place. Consequently, these surveys provide many variables that are
comparable across both the 1979 and 1997 cohorts. Nevertheless, the surveys vary sufﬁciently
to pose challenges to achieving comparability. In this section we describe the samples and the
variables used in the analysis.
3.1. The Samples. We use survey years 1979-2004 for the NLSY79 and 1997-2005 for the
NLSY97, which were the latest available when we created the data sets for this paper. To max-
imize sample sizes for minority groups we utilize both the cross-sectional samples and the
supplemental samples in the NLSY79 and NLSY97 and use the base year weights provided
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) to achieve representativeness of the population.14 We
drop 83 individuals with race/ethnicity code "other" from the NLSY97, since no comparable
category exists in NLSY79. The NLSY79 is drawn from the resident US population of 14-21
year olds on Dec 31st 1978, while the NLSY97 samples from the resident population aged 12-
16. Consequently, the NLSY79 includes immigrants who arrive after age 16 while the NLSY97
does not. We adjust the weights for the NLSY79 to match the scope of the NLSY97, dropping
drop 96 individuals from the NLSY79 who ﬁrst entered the US between age 16 and 21.15 We
14We do not utilize the panel-weights that are designed to account for (conditionally random) attrition but instead
estimate our own weights, as discussed below.
15These weights effectively drop all immigrants after age 16. Individuals who migrated into the US prior to age
12 are equally weighted. Those who migrated at earlier ages are weighted by the ratio of the probability of being
observed in 1997 over that in 1979. This implies weights of 4/5 for those arriving at age 13, 3/5 for age 14, 16/35
for age 15 and 4/15 for age 16.
It is necessary to account for the differences in the scope of both cohorts because age of arrival correlates with
skill. Appendix table C displays the variation in various skill measures for the NLSY1979 by age of arrival for the
Hispanic population. It also displays the variation in education by age of arrival as observed in Census data (1%
and 5% IPUMS samples) for those aged 22 in 1980 and 2000 respectively. In the NLSY 1979 we can also show the10 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
also exclude 4 individuals born before 1957 or after 1964 from the NLSY79. When we refer to
the BLS base year weights in the text and tables below, we mean the adjusted weights.
We exclude the economically disadvantage non-black/non-Hispanic supplemental
sampleandthemilitarysupplementalsamplefromtheanalysisofNLSY79. Thenon-black/non-
Hispanic oversample and most of the military sample were discontinued in 1990 and 1984
respectively, and so do not provide labor market outcomes in the age range that we use. In
the NLSY79 there are 3,650 people in the supplemental sample of blacks and non-Hispanics
and 6,111 in the cross-section. In NLSY97 the supplemental and cross-section samples contain
2,236 and 6,712 respondents respectively.16
In both surveys we construct our skill measures in a similar manner using the waves
up to the survey year when these individuals were 22. We retain the observation that is closest
to 22 years and 6 month old and then measure variables such as highest grade completed and
early work experience by reference to this observation.17 While all base year respondents of
the NLSY79 cohort have reached age 22, only cohorts 1980-1983 and a few respondents from
cohort 1984 had turned 22 by the 2005 survey. We have a sample of 9,661 respondents for the
NLSY79 cohorts and 7,148 respondents for the NLSY97 who should have been observed at
age 22.
3.2. Representativeness of the Base Year Samples. In this section we discuss whether the
NLSY97 base year sample is representative and then turn to the problems of attrition and of
non-response to the AFQT in Section 3.3.
MaCurdy and Vytlacil (2003) have raised concerns about the representativeness of
NLSY97. In particular, they show that the screening procedures for the NLSY97 found less
than two-thirds of the young adults one would have expected to be present based on the
1997 Current Population Survey (CPS). This shortfall in respondents occurred precisely in
average log wage during adulthood by age of arrival. Clearly, observable skills of those arriving at older ages are
much lower than those arriving at younger ages. Especially for those arriving after age 10 there is a substantial
decline in skills. This might be true because of differential selection for those arriving at different ages, because
those arriving at younger ages start investing at higher rates when faced with the US education system, and
because of the effect of age of arrival on facility to learn English (see Chin and Bleakley (2004)). The Census data
show that the gap by age of arrival tends to be smaller in the 2000 than in 1980. This is possibly due to increasing
education levels in the sending countries.
16In constructing weights we account for excluding the non-black/non-Hispanic sample by using the cross-
section weights for whites and the weights for the combined cross-section and supplemental sample of blacks
and Hispanics. Excluding the military does lead to a difference with the population represented by NLSY97,
which was too young to be in the military when the sample was constructed but may have entered between the
ages of 17 and 21 and thus would have been in scope for the NLSY79 military supplement. According the NLSY
documentation, 51 persons who might have been included as part of a representative of youth, including the mil-
itary were continued, as were an additional 150 observations. In principle, we could include these observations
and construct base year weights that make the sample representative of the non- institutionalized youth popula-
tion aged 14-22 in 1979, including the military. Since the military is a very small fraction of the total, we doubt
this would make much difference.
17The interviews of a given individual are not exactly one year apart. Consequently, some individuals respond
twice at age 22 and some do not respond at age 22 but instead are surveyed twice at age 21 or twice at age 23.
We retain the observation that is closest to 22 years and 6 month old and then measure variables such as highest
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the age range that the screener interviews sought to identify (12-23), whereas in other ages
the expected number of respondents was found. Apparently, families were "hiding" children
in the 12-23 age range, perhaps to avoid participating in the survey. MaCurdy and Vytlacil
analyze ETP97, a related sample of 18-23 year olds from the same screening interviews, and
ﬁndthatthoserespondingtotheETP97aremoreeducatedthancomparableCPSrespondents.
They also have more educated mothers.18 Moore et al’s (2000) technical sampling report on
NLSY97 also concludes that many parents failed to report children in the NLSY97 age range.
They also discuss the substantial shortfall in the completion rate for the ASVAB, which was
about 20% in NLSY97 but only 6% in NLSY79. However they conclude that the distribution
of respondents in the screening interviews and the CPS is similar in the dimensions of youth
education, parental income and parental education.
We do not fully understand the sources of the differences between the two studies.
One difference may arise from the fact that, in the CPS, mother’s education is only available
for 18-23 year olds who are still living with their mothers. These youths may not be repre-
sentative of 18-23 year-olds as a whole. In this case, McCurdy and Vytlacil’s comparison of
ETP97 to the CPS may not be directly relevant for the NLSY97 sample of 12-16 year olds.
We proceed under the assumption that the available data, after use of survey weights
and adjustments for attrition prior to age 22 and for missing data on AFQT, are representative
of the 1997 and 1979 populations, with the obvious caveat that our results will be affected if
they are not.
3.3. Attrition and Missing Data on the AFQT. Table 3.0 summarizes the retention patterns
for our sample in the NLSY97 and NLSY79. There are 9,661 (7,148) individuals in the NLSY79
(NLSY97) who should have been observed at age 22 and thus fall within the scope of our
study. As mentioned above this excludes the oversampled white males and females and the
military sample as well as those who migrated to the US after age 16.
A total of 9,228 (6,085) respondents within the scope of our study were actually ob-
served at age 22. A negligible 27 (71) are lost due to missing information on highest grade
completed. This leaves 9,201 (6,014) observations. Non-participation in the ASVAB elimi-
nates an additional 379 (1,132) respondents. We retain a total of 8,822 NLSY79 respondents
and 4,882 NLSY97 respondents, which constitute 91.32% of the total eligible sample in the
NLSY79 but only 68.30% for the NLSY97.19
The NLSY97 has a lower retention rate than the NLSY79 at each step of the con-
struction of our sample. In the case of attrition by age 22 this is partly due to the fact that
NLSY97 respondents are ﬁrst interviewed during age 12-16 whereas those in the NLSY79 are
18Their comparisons of the PAY80 and PAY97, which are also drawn from the same screening surveys as the
NLSY79 and NLSY97 (respectively) show that the fraction of the youths who completed the ASVAB tests and for
whom we therefore have an AFQT test score is signiﬁcantly lower in the PAY97 than in the PAY80. This evidence
for PAY80 and PAY97 is consistent with the evidence for NLSY79 and NLSY97 in Table 3.1.
19Missing values for other explanatory variables, such as mother’s education, are coded as a separate category so
that we are able to maintain maximum coverage for our sample.12 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
ﬁrst interviewed aged 14-21. The respondents in the NLSY97 had more time to attrit. In the
NLSY97 we loose the largest share of respondents when we consider the availability of the
AFQT score.20 If we do not condition on observing the AFQT score, we retain about 85% of
the base sample. As a robustness check, we analyze a number of speciﬁcations that do not
require the AFQT score on both our main sample (sample 1) and on a sample that includes
those with missing AFQT scores (sample 2).
Table 3.1 shows how attriters prior to age 22 and stayers differ by observable charac-
teristics. Several of the characteristics are related to attrition. For instance, race correlates with
attrition prior to age 22, especially in the 1997 sample. However, the attrition rates are not al-
ways negatively associated with characteristics that are favorable for wages. For example,
whites are more likely to leave the sample prior to age 22 than are blacks.
The average characteristics of those who remain in the sample to age 22 are very
close to the averages for full population represented by NLSY79, in part because we lose
only 9.7% of the sample. We also ﬁnd relatively small differences between the full sample
and the stayers in the 1997 cohort in spite of the higher 1997 attrition rate. For instance, the
differences between the full population and stayers in the means of mother’s education and
father’s education are only -0.05 and -0.03 years respectively. Nevertheless, we adjust for
attrition based on observables using weights obtained from a probit model relating attrition
to parental education, parental presence at age 14, indicators by birth-year, urban and SMSA
residence status, indicator variables for race and gender, and an interviewer coded variable
describing the attitude of the respondent during the interview. For the NLSY97 we also use
information on whether the respondent was ﬁrst interviewed in 1998 rather than 1997.21
Non-response to the ASVAB is large enough to potentially result in signiﬁcant bi-
ases, especially in the NLSY97. Table 3.2 has the same structure as Table 3.1 and shows how
observable characteristics differ depending on whether they had a valid AFQT score. The
numbers reported in Table 3.2 account for attrition by age 22 using the weighting procedure
described in the previous paragraph. The differences in the mean characteristics by AFQT
availability are not uniformly larger in the NLSY97 than NLSY79, but some of the differences
between those with or without an AFQT-score are sizable. The difference in racial composi-
tion is particularly striking: whites are substantially overrepresented among those with valid
AFQT scores. Furthermore, those who have AFQT scores have higher education levels by age
22 and have better educated parents. Overall, those with AFQT scores are more advantaged
in both the NLSY79 and the NLSY97.
Fortunately, the difference in characteristics between those with and without the
AFQT dramatically overstates the difference in mean charactistics between those with valid
20Respondents to the NLSY received ﬁnancial compensation for participating in the ASVAB. The real value of
this compensation was signiﬁcantly higher in 1979 than in 1997, which probably accounts for part of the drop in
participation.
21Initially, a number of respondents could not be found in 1997 and a substantial effort was made to locate them.
Those found in this manner were interviewed in early 1998 and were substantially more likely to attrite in subse-
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scores and the full sample. For instance, those with valid AFQT scores in 1997 have 0.67 years
more education by age 22 than those without valid scores but only 0.11 years more education
than the full population. We judge these differences to be sizeable, but not forbidding.
We address the problem of attrition and non-response to the AFQT by constructing
two alternative sets of weights. The ﬁrst adjusts only for attrition by age 22 and is used
with "sample 2", which does not condition on availability of an AFQT scores. The second set
adjusts for both attrition and missing AFQT responses and is used with our main sample,
"sample 1". Sample 1 is the subset of sample 2 for whom we have valid AFQT scores. Both
sets of weights are estimated using probit speciﬁcations based on race, sex, parental presence
at age 14, parental education, birth-year indicators, urban and SMSA residence status as well
as variables describing the attitude towards the interview. In 1997 we also account for the
initial interview to take place in 1998 rather than 1997. We estimate these attrition models
for the NLSY79 and the NLSY97 separately and apply the weights throughout the analysis as
applicable.22
It is reassuring that our results for the models outlined in Section 4 that do not require
an AFQT score (4.1, 4.2, and 4.4) are not sensitive to excluding individuals with missing data
on the AFQT score.23 However, our attrition and AFQT non-response weights do not correct
for possible correlation between attrition and unobservables that affect wages or employment
conditional on the observable skill indicators in the model.
A ﬁnal problem arises because 1,383 out of the 9,228 NLSY79 sample members who
respondatage22donotrespondatanytimebetween1998and2004. Weusetheseindividuals
to estimate the propensity weights, but we cannot use them for generating the counterfactual
wage distributions. The results presented below assume that attrition from NLSY79 after age
22 is random. We choose not to construct an additional weight to adjust for this because attri-
tion after age 22 in the NLY79 affects both the actual wage distribution and the counterfactual
one. Consequently, it probably has only a second order affect on the difference between the
two, which is our main interest.
3.4. Wages. Our main metric to measure skills are wages of the NLSY79 cohort in the years
1998-2004. This period spans 4 survey years, since the NLSY79 moved to a biannual format in
1994. We use a regression speciﬁcation to standardize log real wages between 1998-2004 to the
year 2002 and 23 years of potential experience.24 For each individual we have between 1 and
4 wage observations. We weight each wage observation by the reciprocal of the number of
wageobservationsforanindividual. Eachindividualwithatleastonevalidwageobservation
receives equal weight in generating the counterfactual wage distributions. This implies that
22Since the results in table 3.2 are generated using the attrition weights, they display the attrition corrected differ-
ences across those with and without the AFQT-score among those who do not attrite by age 22.
23We cannot perform a similar check for speciﬁcations that do make use of the AFQT-score.
24For this purpose we estimate a log wage equation separately for high school drop-outs, high school graduates
and individuals with more than a high school degree. We include a quartic in experience and year-effects.14 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
our wage statistics reﬂect the wage distribution of the population "while working".25 There
is no need to re-weight the statistics for employment rates, because employment status is
observed for each valid interview.
3.5. Comparability of the Paper and Pencil (P&P) and Computer Assisted Test (CAT) of
the ASVAB. Our measure of cognitive ability, the AFQT-score, is a composite score derived
from the ASVAB. For the NLSY79 the test was administered in 1981 when respondents were
between 16-21 years old, whereas for the NLSY97 the test was administered at the beginning,
when individuals were between 12-16 years old. We exploit the overlap in the test-taking age
across both cohorts by applying a equipercentile procedure on each cohort with the popula-
tion of test takers who were 16 year olds when taking the test.
We must also account for the fact that the test-format differed between surveys. The
NLSY79 cohort was administered a pencil and paper (P&P) version of the ASVAB while the
NLSY97 took a computer assisted test (CAT) format. To achieve comparability between the
two test formats we rely on a mapping between the P&P and the CAT test format.26
InAppendixB,wepresentevidenceonthecomparabilityoftheequated, age-adjusted
test scores. Within each survey, we regress the test-scores on a set of personal characteristics
measured at age 22 as well as the interactions of these characteristics with the age at which
the ASVAB was taken. We ﬁnd that the relation between AFQT scores and race, parental edu-
cation, and individual education at age 22 is the same across test taking ages. (See Appendix
B Table B 2). This is true in both surveys. By matching percentiles across ages we implicitly
assume that the AFQT-score is not informative about skills of an individual during adulthood
once we condition on the the rank of an individual within his/her age group. Consequently,
test-taking age should not be informative about individual characteristics holding the rank of
the individual in the age speciﬁc test score distribution constant. The ﬁnding that the coefﬁcients of
the regression of age-adjusted test scores on individual characteristics do not vary with test-
taking age supports this assumption. Appendix B says little about the quality of the mapping
from the P&P to the CAT version of the test, which is considered in Segall (1997).
3.6. School to Work Transition Variables. We construct the vector SCH_WORK of variables
that measure whether an individual’s schooling career was continuous and whether the in-
dividual had a smooth transition into the working population. We deﬁne workuniv to be 1
if an individual has not attended school for at least 2 years prior to age 22 and 0 otherwise.
25If we did not weigh person/year observations in this manner, then the statistics would be representative of
those who are working at a point in time. Consequently, they would give more weight to those for whom we
observed a valid wage more frequently. We do not use time averages for each individual because in the presence
of transitory wage variation, the distribution of the time averages depends on the distribution of the number of
observations per person.
26The mapping was constructed using test results from a sample of individuals who were randomly assigned
to take either P&P or the CAT test. (See Segall 1997) The mapping assigns scores to equalizes percentiles on the
various subtests of the P&P and the CAT. By deﬁnition this amounts to transforming the P&P subtest scores with
a monotone function that matches the distributions of the CAT scores. We thank Daniel Segall for providing us
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The variables early, ontime, and late are indicator variables generated by comparing school
leaving age for these individuals with age+6+highest grade completed. The variable work
indicates whether individuals have worked for at least 14 weeks in one of the ﬁrst two years
after leaving school. The four SCH_WORK variables are set to 0 for individuals who attended
school at least once between ages 20-22 (workuniv = 0).
3.7. Summary Statistics. Table 3.3 presents summary statistics for the key variables used in
this study. Details of the construction of these variables are in the data appendix. These
statistics are supposed to describe the population in 1979 and 1997 and are therefore com-
puted using the NLSY cross-sectional weights adjusted for attrition by age 22 and AFQT
non-response.
Most characteristics show improvement between NLSY79 and NLSY97. The mean
of AFQT rises from 42.35 to 44.1927 and highest grade completed as of age 22 increases from
12.64 to 13.02. Average education of both mothers and fathers increased substantially over
this time-period. For example, mother’s education rose from 11.77 to 12.71 – an increase of
about 12 months. While there are gains in most skill characteristics across cohorts the dra-
matic decline in the percentage of children who grow up in traditional family settings is an
important exception. The percentage of individuals living with both biological parents at age
14 drops from 75.23% in 1979 to only about 52.98% in 1997. This decline is mostly accounted
for by an increase in the number of children growing up without their biological father. By
1997, 35.66% of children are not living with their biological father. We were sufﬁciently sur-
prised by the magnitude of the fraction of individuals living outside of traditional family
structures that we have conﬁrmed this result using Census data. Appendix C compares the
measures of family structure available in the NLSY with those available in the Census data.
Panel B of the table 3.3 summarizes the main characteristics separately for whites,
blacks, and Hispanics. The changes for the subgroups generally parallel those for the sample
as a whole. However, the size of the increase in AFQT scores is substantially larger for blacks
and Hispanics than for whites. Hispanics also gain substantially along the schooling dimen-
sion in both absolute terms and in comparison to whites. By contrast, blacks have not gained
relative to whites along this dimension. While whites in the 1997 cohort completed about 1/2
of a year more than the 1979 cohort, blacks only gained about 1/4th of a year along this di-
mension. All races have substantially more educated parents in 1997, reﬂecting secular gains
in education over the last 50 years. These gains have been larger for minorities, which is re-
ﬂected in the larger observed increases in parental education of blacks and Hispanics relative
to whites.
27Large secular increases in IQ scores have been demonstrated in all countries for which data on IQ scores is
available over time. This "Flynn"-effect (see Flynn (2000)) is so large as to cast doubt on the comparability of IQ
scores over time. The AFQT-test is strictly speaking not an IQ test and it is not clear whether it is subject to the
same concern. The increase in AFQT-scores between the 79 and 97 cohorts of about 1/10th of a standard deviation
does not strike us as implausible a priori. Nevertheless, caution is necessary when comparing ability test scores
across temporal and cultural distances.16 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
The decline of the traditional family structure is dramatic for whites and blacks and
large for Hispanics as well. Across the two cohorts, the percentage of youths living with both
biological parents at age 14 declines by 21.99%-points for whites, 24.87%-points for blacks and
9.49%-points for Hispanics. Among the 1979 cohort, only a slim majority (50.21%) of black
youths lives with both parents. Continued decline results in the striking fact that only about
1 in 4 black youths in the 1997 cohort grew up in a household with both biological parents
present. The decline of traditional family structures has been slower among Hispanics and
the 1997 distributions of white and Hispanic youths across family types are comparable.
Panel C reports results by race and gender. These results show that females gained
relative to males in all groups. In 1979 white males and females are about equal in average
education and AFQT scores. Both groups show improvement, but by 1997 white females ex-
ceed males in both of these skill dimensions and have an education advantage of one half
year. Hispanic females and black females gain relative to their males counterparts, particu-
larly black females, had very large gains in AFQT scores (8.45 points) and also gained about
0.45 years in highest grade completed. Black males gained 5.6 points on the AFQT but only
0.17 years of education. Black males also had the smallest increase in the enrollment rate at
age 22.
In both cohorts, blacks and Hispanics are disadvantaged relative to whites. The gaps
decreased along some but not all skill dimensions between 1979 and 1997. For example,
AFQT scores rose on average by 1.48 points for white, 5.6 for black, and 4.88 for Hispanic
males. However, the share of individuals who make a seamless transition between schooling
and work rose faster for white males than for their black and Hispanic counterparts. On the
other hand, white females stagnated along this dimension, while black and Hispanic females
experienced substantial gains.
Table 3.4 looks at education in more detail. The results show increases in educa-
tion for most measures across all race and demographic groups. By 1997 Hispanic females
close the gap with blacks and Hispanic males surpass black males. Increases in schooling are
not uniform across the distribution of schooling. Rather, we observe that among whites and
blacks the share of individuals with HS diplomas stayed roughly constant, while the fraction
of those with more than 14 years of education by age 22 increased substantially for all sub-
groups. This and the share of individuals still enrolled at age 22 implies that the conditional
probability of continuing with school once a high school diploma has been obtained increases
substantially across the two cohorts. The education statistics presented in Table 3.4 suggest
that at the top of the education distribution there has been a signiﬁcant response to the in-
creases in the returns to education observed throughout the 1980s and 1990s. At the same
time however there is a persistent fraction of the population that still does not acquire a high
school degree. Our results for the two cohorts are broadly consistent with those of Heckman
and Lafontaine (2007). They show using multiple data sources that high school graduation
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years of NLSY79 and 97. Both studies show an increase in college attendance conditional on
high school graduation for the birth cohorts covered by NLSY79 and NLSY97.
4. ESTIMATION OF PROPENSITY SCORES
We now turn to the estimation of the propensity score conditional on our available
skill measures. Equation (2.3) shows the relation of the propensity weights to the estimated
propensity scores. We estimate the propensity score using Probits based on various sets of
skill measures. We use ﬂexible functional forms for the latent index of the Probit model so as
not to restrict the changes in the skill distributions across cohorts unduly.
We consider various speciﬁcations for the skill vector Z. We organize the variables
used to estimate the propensity score into a hierarchical structure according to the degree
of predetermination. Our most basic skill vector consists of variables that are outside the
individual’s control: race and gender (Model 4.1). We then sequentially add additional vari-
ables related to individuals skills. Each set of additional variables is fully interacted with race and
gender. In Model 4.2 we add parental education and the indicators for presence of mother
and father at age 14 (parents) as measures that inﬂuence skill development and economic
decision-making across generations, but are predetermined relative to the skill characteris-
tics that refer to the individual herself. Since changing social norms regarding childbearing
out of wedlock may alter the relationship between the parental presence indicators and un-
observed characteristics of family background, we experiment with excluding the parental
presence indicators. In Model 4.3 we add a quadratic in the AFQT score. If cognitive skills
are fully determined by inherited factors, environmental factors and primary schooling and
are not amenable to individual investments after the early teens, then this variable will be
predetermined relative to variables referring to educational attainment and the transition to
work. In Model 4.5 we add education, as measured by a vector of dummy variables for high-
est grade completed at age 22 (HGC) as well as indicator variables for whether individuals
are enrolled at age 22. To the extent that cognitive tests scores are inﬂuenced by high school
and college education, as suggested by a number of studies, one might want to reverse the
order of AFQT and education.28 Model 4.4 drops the AFQT terms and keeps the education
terms. For the most part, our results are robust to switching the order or including AFQT
and schooling at the same time. Our full model (4.6), adds the components of the vector
SCH_WORK to Model 4.5. We conjecture that spending time neither at work nor at school is
a negative indicator for future employment and wage rates.
Equation (4.1) below presents the exact speciﬁcation of the latent index for Model 4.6,
which nests the other models. Denote the latent index determining whether an individual is
observed in the NLSY97 rather than the NLSY79 as θi. The ﬁrst line contains race and gender
(Model 4.1). The second line adds the variables MHGCe,iand FHGCe,i, which are dummy
variables for highest grade completed e. Missing data on parental education are treated as a
28See Neal and Johnson (1996), Korenman and Winship (2000), Hansen, Heckman, and Mullen (2004), and Cascio
and Lewis (2006).18 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
category and observations with missing parental education are included in the analysis. The
third line adds family structure indicators. Lines 1, 2 and 3 constitute Model 4.2. Line 4 adds
interactions of a quadratic in the AFQT with race and sex (Model 4.3). Line 5 adds the HGC
and enroll (Model 4.5). To obtain Model 4.6, we add lines 6 and 7, which contain the variables

































The error εi in the latent index function is assumed to be normal. We estimate the
models by MLE-Probit after pooling the data from both samples. The base year sample
weights provided by the NLSY for both surveys are used in the estimation. As noted ear-
lier, we adjusted these weights by the age of immigration for individuals not born in the US
to account for the differences in scope between NLSY79 and NLSY97. The base year sample
weights are adjusted for attrition by age 22 based on observable characteristics in both co-
horts for speciﬁcations estimated on sample 2, which includes all individuals observed at age
22. All speciﬁcations estimated on sample 1, which in addition excludes individuals with-
out valid AFQT scores, are estimated with weights adjusting for both attrition by age 22 and
AFQT non-response using the same variables. These sample and attrition weights are omitted
from the presentation to keep the notation simpler.
We have explored even more ﬂexible functional forms for the propensity models
than Model 4.6. We are concerned that as we allow for more ﬂexible functional forms we
obtain some extreme values for the propensity weights. This is especially true for the minor-
ity groups since all speciﬁcations are fully interacted by race and gender. Table 4.1 shows
the distribution of the propensity weights obtained for various models. By construction the
propensity weights average to 1. Consider Model 4.6. The 1st percentile value of the weight
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7. This indicates that the combination of characteristics associated with the 99th percentile in
the weight distribution is about 7 times as likely in the 1997 as compared to the 1979 cohort.
If we go even further into the tail, then we observe some extreme weights. One individual, (a
black female with 16 years of education and an AFQT score of 87 who was enrolled in school
at age 22 and did not live with either biological parent at 14) has a propensity weight of 88.
There are 37 individuals with weights above 10 and 8 with weights above 20. These high
propensity weights are disproportionally found among Hispanics.29 It seems that much of
this is generated by the quadratic interaction in the AFQT-score with race and gender, lead-
ing to extreme propensity weights for individuals in parts of the support of the AFQT that
is thinly populated by other members of their race and gender. To limit the inﬂuence of ob-
servations with extreme weights, we cap the propensity weights at 10. If we do not cap the
weights, then we do get some estimates of the tails of the counterfactual wage distributions
that are implausible, are highly sensitive to variations in the model speciﬁcation and have
very large bootstrapped standard errors. Capping the highest propensity weights tends to
lower the estimates of gains at the very top of the minority distributions. Once we cap, our
results are typically not sensitive to varying the model speciﬁcations, the value of the cap or
the weighting procedures to account for attrition and non-response.
5. CHANGES IN THE SKILL DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN NLSY79 AND NLSY97
In this section we present the overall changes in the skill distribution across cohorts
using labor market outcomes in middle ages measured using the methodology and data pre-
sented in Section 2-4.
5.1. Overall increase in skills. The ﬁrst result to note is that the 1997 cohort is more skilled
than is the 1979. Table 5.1 and 5.2 show how employment and log wages are predicted to
change due to the variation in skill endowments across the two cohorts. Columns 1 and 2
present the results for the observed outcomes in the 1979 cohorts. The remaining columns
present the difference between counterfactual statistics and the actual 1979 values. In col-
umn 3 we match on the full set of variables including parental education, parental presence,
schooling, the AFQT, work transition, and race and gender. Columns 4 and 5 refer to the
speciﬁcation without the work transition variables and without the AFQT score on sample 1
and 2 separately. Column 6 omits the work transition variables from the full speciﬁcation. We
show bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.30 Generally results are quite robust across
speciﬁcations.
297 out of 8 with a weight larger than 20 and 23 out of 37 with a weight greater than 10 are Hispanics.
30We choose bootstrap samples by selecting individuals with replacement from subsamples stratiﬁed by race and
ethnicity and gender so as to preserve the basic demographic composition of the samples. Each replication sample
consists of a bootstrap sample stratiﬁed along sex and race from the NLSY 79 and NLSY 97. We then applied all
of our procedures including the estimation of weights for attrition and AFQT-nonresponse to the replication sample.
We repeated this process 300 times.20 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
Using the metric of employment rates we ﬁnd little difference across cohorts. For
men and women combined, the shift in skill components would lead to a decrease in the em-
ployment rate of about 0.001 when we use the full set of skill indicators (model 4.6, bottom
row, col. 3). This is the net result of an increase of 0.005 for males and a decrease of 0.007 for
women. We ﬁnd more substantial increases for black men and for Hispanic men and women,
particularly when we use the full set of skill indicators. For example, the shift in skill com-
ponents for black men implies an increase in employment from 84.9 to 87. The employment
results by race and gender are somewhat sensitive to the speciﬁcation, but the ﬁndings for the
full population and for males and females separately are robust to the choice of speciﬁcation.
Using the metric of wages we ﬁnd that the 1997 cohort is stronger than the 1979
cohort. The bottom row of table 5.2 shows that on average skills increased between 1979 and
1997 by about 6-7%, regardless of whether we consider the full model (column 3), exclude
the AFQT and work transition variables from the model (column 4) or include persons with
missing AFQT scores (column 5).
5.2. The Effects of Skill Shifts over the Wage Distribution. Table 5.2 and Figure 1 show the
shift in skills across the wage distribution.31 The shift implies a wage increase of only about
5% below the 10th percentile. Between the 20th and 85th percentile there is a large region
with gains of about 5-6% while gains are in the 10% range in the top decile. The increase at
the top of the distribution and the smaller increase at the bottom imply a widening in the skill
distribution. This will, all else equal, result in increased economic inequality over the next
decades.
Figure 1 also shows the gains across the log wage distribution for various speciﬁca-
tions. One can see that the changing racial composition of the work-force generates only a
small, fairly uniform, predicted decline in our skill metric. Adding parental education and
presence indicators (model 4.2) implies a shift in the log wage of about 5% over most of its
distribution. The additional gain of adding all other components (model 4.6) is typically be-
tween 1 to 2 percent. The results with only AFQT and HGC (model 4.5) are similar to the
results with AFQT, HGC, and the school to work transition variables (model 4.6). Thus, we
ﬁnd an increase of about 7 percent in skills between the 1979 and 1997 cohorts, about 5 per-
cent of which is associated with shifts in parent background. It is important to remember that
the shift attributed to parental background includes the effects of induced changes in school-
ing and AFQT scores under the assumption that the conditional distribution of schooling and
AFQT constant. Nevertheless, the results here indicate that more than two thirds of the shift
in skills between 1979 and 1997 is linked to parental education. Another way of putting this
31We present results from the 5th to the 95th percentiles. Results from the tails are consistent with our ﬁndings
here, but noisy. Figure A-1 in Appendix A displays the observed and counterfactual pdf of log wages. The
counterfactual is generated using the full skill speciﬁcation (model 4.6). Note that the bulge on the left tail comes
from the fact the wages are bound below at $3 in 2003 values. The regression adjustment for experience and year
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is that conditional on parental education and family structure, other skill measures have only
gained by small amounts.
We discuss the contributions of the various skill components in more detail in section
6.
5.3. Race and Gender Gaps. Overall we ﬁnd a modest widening in the skill distribution for
the recent generation. At the same time we ﬁnd gains in skill endowments for various groups
that were signiﬁcantly disadvantaged in the 1979 cohort.
The two panels of ﬁgure 2 present the expected changes in the log wage distribution
conditional on race and gender along with 1.65 standard error bands. The counterfactual
distribution is obtained by reweighing to match the changing distributions of all our skill
measures (parental education, parental presence, schooling, AFQT, and work transition). The
y-axis within each panel is forced to be the same scale and thus results across race can easily
be compared. Across gender the scale differs, however.
For males we ﬁnd that blacks and Hispanics gain signiﬁcantly relative to whites over
most of the wage distribution. Only at the very top are gains of white males similar to those
of their black and Hispanic counterparts. The shift in characteristics implies a reduction in
the mean log wage gap between white and black men from 32.2% to 28.2% and a reduction at
the 90th percentiles for the two groups from 36.7% to 32.4%. Only above the 90th percentile
does the gap fail to narrow, as indicated by Figure 2, panel 1. The corresponding reductions
in the gap between white and Hispanic men are from 18.2% to 14.3% at the mean and from
18.94% to 15.6% at the 90th percentile The results in the upper tail are somewhat sensitive to
the speciﬁcation of the propensity weight model.
We ﬁnd signiﬁcant widening in skills within both the black and Hispanic male popu-
lation. And, as already described, on average the skills of black and Hispanic males increase
relative to whites. Based on these ﬁndings we expect a signiﬁcant proportion of the black and
especially Hispanic populations to enter the middle class. In the NLSY79 a black male at the
75th percentile of the black male wage distribution is at the 47th percentile of the overall dis-
tribution of males. A Hispanic male at the 75th percentile of the Hispanic male distribution is
at the 67th percentile of the overall distribution. The counterfactual wage distributions using
the full set of characteristics imply that in 1997 a black male at the 75th percentile would lie at
the 60th percentile of the counterfactual distribution for all males and that a Hispanic male at
the 75th percentile would ﬁnd himself at the 72nd percentile.
Figure 2.2 suggests that the wage gains of females are likely to exceed gains among
males. Again, Hispanics show the most dramatic gains. Over the entire distribution females
are expected to gain between 10 and 20%. Black females likewise are expected to gain over
the entire distribution, with gains greater than 10% for about two-thirds of the distribution.
Gains for white women are small near the bottom of the distribution but increase along the
entire distribution. Above the 80th percentile the gains exceed 10 percent. The results imply
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from 27.82% to 26%. The male/female gap in the 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles will decline
by 1.5%, 4.2%, and 1.3% respectively. The narrowing gender gap reﬂects a larger increase for
women than men in education and a somewhat larger increase in AFQT.
Overall we ﬁnd that if the conditional distribution of adult wages for the 1997 cohort
turns out to be similar to that of the 1979 cohort, then an increase in the skill endowments
of blacks and Hispanics relative to whites and of women relative to men will contribute to
a decline in economic inequality across groups as the 1997 cohort enters its prime. How-
ever, substantial group differences in wages will persist unless wage gaps conditional on skill
characteristics decline. We also ﬁnd that the changing distribution of skills will lead to more
inequality within demographic subpopulations.
6. IDENTIFYING THE CONTRIBUTION OF SUBSETS OF VARIABLES TO DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE 1979 AND 1997 WAGE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we examine in more detail how much the different skill components
contribute to the overall changes in skills between 1979 and 1997.32 First, we present decom-
positions based on sequential applications of (2.6) and report the marginal effects of each
additional group of variables. Then we impose additive separability restrictions and use
multivariate multivariate regression to report both marginal effects as additional variables
are added and the partial effects of each group with all variables in model 4.6 included.
Table 6.1 breaks up the difference between the actual wage distribution for 1979 and
the counterfactual distribution obtained as we sequentially add variables to the skill vector
Z.
The ﬁrst column shows the actual distribution of NLSY79 wages and is the same as
Table 5.2, column 1. The second column shows the marginal effect of the shift in the race and
gender on the mean and various percentiles of the wage distribution. As we have already
noted, these shifts have a small negative effect. One should keep in mind that the marginal
effect in column 2 is the sum of the direct effect of race and sex on wages and the indirect
effect that arises because race and sex are associated with other characteristics, such as AFQT
and parental education. Column 3 reports the marginal effect of adding parental education
and presence indicators. (The combined effect of race and sex and the parent variables may
be calculated by summing columns 2 and 3.) The parent variables are quite important. They
imply an increase in the mean wage of about .055 log points. Column 4 reports the marginal
effect of adding AFQT. The marginal shift in the AFQT distribution implies only a small ad-
ditional increase of 0.002 across the entire distribution. In column 5 we add HGC. Adding
schooling has a fairly sizable effect of 0.02 log points at the mean and 0.002, 0.024, and 0.02 at
the 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles respectively. In column 6 we add the school to work tran-
sition variables. These variables have a small negative marginal effect on the counterfactual
wage distribution. This indicates that given the observed changes in other skill characteristics
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we would have expected larger gains in the work transition variable than we actually observe
in the 1997 data.33
Tables 6.2A and 6.2B break down the marginal effects for each race/sex group. The
results show much larger effects of parental background for Hispanics than for whites and
blacks, as we discuss in more detail below.
As we discussed in Section 2.2, the marginal effects of particular variables depend
on the order in which they are introduced. There is a reasonable case for introducing race
and sex followed by parental background before adding AFQT or education outcomes. But
the AFQT and school outcomes are jointly determined, so it is far from obvious that causal
priority should be given to AFQT. In column (7) and (8) of table 6.1 we switch the order in
which we introduce AFQT and HGC. Reversing the order does not change the ﬁnding that
the change in schooling has a relatively large marginal effect on the wage distribution while
adding the AFQT has only a small marginal effect. Indeed, from Table 6.1, column 8 we can
see that once schooling has been accounted for, the marginal effect of the AFQT is negative at
the mean. This pattern holds white males, white females, and Hispanic males. On the other
hand, for black males the improvement in AFQT seems to be as or more important than the
increase in HGC. For black and Hispanic females the joint increase in schooling and AFQT is
important, but we cannot determine the relative contribution, as it depends on the order of
inclusion in the propensity model.
6.1. Regression decompositions. In this section we provide regression decompositions of
the mean and compare them to the results obtained from the DFL decompositions. These
comparisons give insights into the role of non-linearity and dependencies among the vari-
ables in generating the overall shift in wages. We ﬁnd that non-linearities in the wage func-
tion, which include non-linear effects of particular variables and non-separability among the
variables are only moderately important. In contrast, dependencies between skill variables
have large impacts on how the changes in skills are decomposed among variables. In par-
ticular, the parental education has not only a large direct impact on the change in mean log
wages, but also a large indirect impact through other variables.
Traditional regression decompositions report partial effects of shifts in the mean of
particular variables holding the mean of all other variables constant. As we have already
noted in section 2.2, the partial effects are well deﬁned only if the regression model is ad-
ditively separable. It is also possible to estimates marginal effects for regression decomposi-
tions, which account for dependencies among the variables in a manner analogous to the DFL
33Appendix Figure A-2 provides a different take on the shifts in various skill indicators. Each data-point in the
ﬁgure refers to individuals in a percentile of the log wage distribution in 1979. The vertical axis displays the
weight of these individuals in the sample after reweighing the 1979 data to match the 1997 distribution. We
smooth the information in ﬁgure A-2 using a non-parametric kernel regression. The ﬁgure shows that matching
the 1979 cohort to the 1997 distribution of parental education and parental presence means increasing the weights
for those in the top half of the distribution at the expense of those in the bottom part. Accounting for schooling
and AFQT scores leads to a further increase in the weights on NLSY79 cohort members who had characteristics
that place them in the upper range of the wage distribution.24 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
decompositions. In order to account for dependencies in the regression decompositions we
impose the sequential order of (2.6). Based on this order, we estimate auxiliary linear projec-
tions of lower order variables on higher order variables. We then attribute to a higher order
variable both its direct effect on log wages as well as the contribution that arises because of
the implied shift in the mean of the lower order variables.
We therefore estimate three different effects of a variable on the means: the marginal
effect from the DFL decomposition, the marginal effect from the regression decomposition
and the partial effect from the regression decomposition. Pairwise comparisons of these ef-
fects provide different insights into the changes in the skill distributions that took place be-
tween 1979 and 1997. Comparing the marginal effects of the DFL and the regression decom-
position informs us about the role of non-linearities in the wage function. Comparing the
partial effect and the marginal effect of the regression decompositions informs us about the
role of dependencies between variables.
Table 6.2 reproduces the three effects for the full population. The OLS coefﬁcients
on race, sex, father’s education, mother’s education, HGC, AFQT, and the school to work
transition dummies are in column 1. For ease of interpretation, the education variables and
AFQT enter in linear form. The second column reports the difference between the 1997 and
1979 cohorts in the means of each of the characteristics. The third column reports the implied
partial effect of shifts in variables in each grouping. It is based on the coefﬁcients in column
1 and the mean shifts in column 2. The fourth column reports the marginal effect of each
additional variable, which is the sum of the partial effect in column 3 and the indirect effect of
the variable on the means of the variables in the subsequent rows of the table weighted by the
multiple regressions coefﬁcients from column 1. In column 5 we display the corresponding
DFL estimates of the marginal effects, some of which are also reported at the bottom of Table
6.1.
For the full population, the marginal effects from the regression decomposition do
differ from those obtained from the DFL procedure. This difference is observed for both indi-
vidual variables and for the joint contribution of all variables and indicates that nonlinearity
and non-separability in the wage function does play a role. Overall, the regression decompo-
sition implies a mean log wage increase of 0.04, which is somewhat smaller than the estimate
of 0.058 that we obtain using the DFL approach. For individual variables, we ﬁnd some mod-
est differences between the marginal effects from the regression decomposition in column 4
of table 6.1 and the marginal effects from the DFL procedure that are found in column 5. Non-
linearities among the various skill components clearly matter, and it is not sufﬁcient to simply
decompose the means with a simple additively separable linear regression to get an accurate
description of the variation in skills between 1979 and 1997.
Comparing the partial and marginal effects in columns 3 and 4 indicates the impor-
tant role of dependence among variables in determining how much a variable contributes to
the overall increase in skills. This is particularly true for parental education and family struc-
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shift away from 2 parent families implies a reduction of 0.008. This reﬂects the coefﬁcients of
-0.032 on "neither mother nor father" and -0.044 on "mother only". Combining the estimates
implies that the partial effect of the shift in parental background is 0.011. These estimated
partial effects hold constant the effects of HGC, AFQT, and the school to work transition
as family background varies. The family background variables have much larger marginal
effects which account for the indirect effect through HGC, AFQT and school-to-transition.
According to both the DFL and the marginal effects reported in column 4, table 6.2, the total
effect of the changes in parental background variables between the two cohorts is to increase
skills by about 5-6%. The marginal effects are much larger than the partial effects because
parental schooling correlates with individual skill measures such as HGC and the AFQT.
The regression based estimates of the marginal and the partial effects have to sum
to the same number. Therefore, the relative marginal and partial effects of HGC, AFQT, and
the school-to-work transition variables present a mirror image of the relative marginal and
partial effects of parental education. For the regression decomposition, the marginal effect of
HGC, AFQT, and school-to-work combine to -0.002 (DFL:0.012) which is much smaller than
the sum of the partial effects, which is 0.022. The partial effects are small because we observe
only modest increases in skills once we account for parental education. The shift in parental
background induces a large part of the increase in individual skill measures such as schooling
and the AFQT.
The relative contributions of HGC and AFQT to total skills are also interesting. The
means of both HGC and AFQT increase between 1979 and 1997. If we value these increases
using the positive regression coefﬁcients (Table 6.2, col.1), then we observe partial effects of
HGC and of the AFQT equal to 0.017 and 0.012 respectively. In contrast, the marginal effect
of the shift in HGC (with AFQT excluded) is 0.017 and once HGC is included, the marginal
contributionofAFQTisnegative(-0.008). Theregressionestimatesofthepartialandmarginal
effects of HGC and AFQT are consistent with the pattern of marginal effects found with DFL.
The negative marginal effect of AFQT when HGC is already included stems from the fact that
based on the shifts in race and gender, parental background and schooling we would expect
the AFQT-score to increase by about 4 points, while the actual increase is only 2.4 points.
Table 6.3, panels A and B present the regression decompositions separately by race
and gender. As for the aggregate population, we ﬁnd that the marginal effects of parental
education are strikingly large and consistently exceed the partial effects. For minority males,
the marginal effects of parental education are as large as the total increase in skills. For white
males and females the marginal effects of parental education actually exceed the total mea-
sured increase in skills. This implies that for white males and females, skills as measured by
parental presence, HGC, AFQT, and work-transition declined after accounting for the direct
and indirect effects of changes in parental education. For white males the total increase is
log wages is 0.028, while the marginal effect of parental education suggests an increase of
0.072. The difference is mainly due to the decline in the number of 14 year olds living with
their parents and the decline in the work-transition variables, while HGC and AFQT together26 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
contribute a negligible amount (-0.003). even though both variables have substantial positive
regression coefﬁcients and partial effects. The DFL estimate is -0.004. The combined marginal
effects of HGC and AFQT are positive but relatively small for black and Hispanic males—
0.012 and 0.008 respectively. The partial effects of both variables are larger.
Theregressionestimatesofmarginaleffectsindicatethattheonlydemographicgroups
that experience an increase in skills conditional on parental education are black and Hispanic
females. For black and Hispanic females the observed marginal effects of parental education
are as large as those observed for whites of both gender and for minority males, but black and
Hispanic females have also made large gains in HGC and AFQT conditional on family back-
ground. The combined marginal effect of HGC and AFQT is 0.055 for black females and 0.06
for Hispanic females, which are about as large as the marginal effects of parental education.
The partial effects of HGC and AFQT are larger than the corresponding values for black and
Hispanic males.
Note also that blacks (both males and females) differ from whites and Hispanics in
the relative marginal effects of HGC and AFQT. Both the regression estimates and the DFL es-
timates indicate that for whites and Hispanics of both genders the marginal effect of AFQT is
much smaller than the marginal effect of HGC. For blacks however the marginal contribution
of AFQT remains sizeable and positive even after accounting for HGC. This fact is mirrored
in the large partial effects of AFQT for blacks, especially relative to whites. These results
underline the role of test scores in closing the skill gap between blacks and whites between
1979 and 1997. It also makes the concern about the recent failure of closing the test score gap
further (Neal, 2006) ever more relevant.
Overall, both the regression and DFL decompositions underline the important role
of parental education for understanding the evolution of skills between 1979 and 1997. The
partial effects generally attribute about 1/3 to 1/2 of the total increase in skills to parental
education, while the marginal effects suggest that more than 2/3 and in some case the entire
increase in skills can be explained by the direct and indirects effects of the shift in parental
education on wages. We also ﬁnd important differences across race and gender. Cognitive
tests scores of black males improved rapidly, while schooling of black males did not. For black
and Hispanic females, we observe a large increase in skills even after accounting for parental
education.
7. CONCLUSION
Changes in the level and distribution of skill play an important role in determining
both economic growth and changes in the distribution of wages and employment. In this pa-
per we examine changes in the characteristics of American youth between the late 1970s and
the late 1990s, with a focus on characteristics that matter for labor market success. Drawing
on the approach of DFL, we reweight the NLSY79 to look like the NLSY97 along a num-
ber of dimensions that are related to labor market success, including race, gender, parental
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smoothly from school to work. We then use the re-weighted sample to examine how changes
in the distribution of observable skills affect employment and wages. We also use more stan-
dard regression methods to assess the labor market consequences of differences between the
two cohorts.
Considering the entire population, we ﬁnd that the current generation is more skilled
thanthepreviousone, butalsothattheskilldistributioninthecurrentgenerationhaswidened.
Much of these trends in skills seem to be generated by changes in the distribution of parental
education. We present evidence that suggests skills for all groups combined have only in-
creased by small amounts after we account for the change in skills that can be attributed to
parental education (with the exception of Hispanics).
Interestingly, we ﬁnd that the skill gaps between white males and other demographic
groups have declined over this time-period. If the wage process faced by the NLSY79 cohort
in their prime age years persists, our ﬁndings imply that women will gain signiﬁcantly rela-
tive to men. Signiﬁcant skill gaps remain, but blacks and Hispanics have narrowed the gap
in skills relative to whites.
We doubt that our empirical ﬁndings will be the last word on change in labor force
skills. First, moreneedstobedonetoassesstheissueofwhethertheNLSY97baseyearsample
is nonrepresentative. Second, while we believe that our corrections for attrition and for bias
from missing data on test scores are adequate, one might be able to improve upon them by
using a larger set of covariates from the base year sample at the cost of greater sampling
error. Third, our results for NLSY79 and NLSY97 need to be supplemented with information
from other sources, including the NAEP and the CPS. A cursory look at the NAEP scores for
the relevant years indicate that they move in the same direction as the AFQT scores, but we
need to assess this more carefully. We are currently extending our analysis to other outcomes,
notably incarceration and fertility. We will also explore the role of immigration in shaping
the labor market potential of the cohort represented by NLSY97, as well as the impact of
immigration after age 16.
In future work, we hope to extend our methods in two directions. The ﬁrst involves
using vectors, say Z1 and Z2, of variables for which the joint distribution is available in
NLSY79 but only the marginal distributions of Z1 and Z2 are observed for NLSY97. The
second involves using variables that measure the same concepts but are based on different
questions in the two data sets.28 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
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9. APPENDIX A: VARIABLES USED AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION
• Observations (1997): Both the "cross-sectional sample" and the oversample of black
and/or Hispanic respondents is used. In total there are 8984 observations in the data,
which is 91.6% of the eligibles identiﬁed in the screening interview.
• Observations (1979): We use the cross section sample and the Hispanics and blacks
from the supplemental sample. (The supplemental sample of economically disadvan-
taged non-black, non-Hispanic sample consisted of 1643 sample member in 1979 but
was dropped after 1990). Hence we have a total of 9761 observations consisting of
6111 from the cross section and 3650 from the supplemental sample. We exclude the
miliatry supplemental sample.
• Base Year Weights (1997 & 1979): In the case of NLSY79, we use the 1979 cross section
weights in the case of whites (R0216101) and the 1979 combined cross-section and
supplemental sample weights for blacks and Hispanics. We use weights as they are
generated in 1997 and 1979. In the case of NLSY97 we use the base year weights
for the combined cross section and supplemental sample. We adjust the weights of
immigrants based on age as described in the text.
• Work after graduation (1979 & 1997): We construct this variable in the following man-
ner. We examine a person when she is 22 or 23 years of age at the time of the interview
and note her highest grade completed. (Due to variation in the timing of interviews,
age may increase by 0, 1, or 2 between surveys.) If she had achieved the same high-
est grade completed by the age of 20 or less, we consider her to be in the universe of
people who could have worked after "graduation" (workuniv = 1). The variable work
is coded as 1 if workuniv = 1 and the individual have reported 14 weeks of work or
more in either of the ﬁrst 2 years after graduation. It is coded as 0 otherwise.
• Timing of school completion (1979 & 1997): Again, the universe we consider are the
people whose highest grade completed at age 22 or 23 is the same as the highest grade
completed by age 20 or below. (workuniv = 1). For these individuals, ontime = 1
if the age when last in school equals highest grade completed by June plus six and 0
otherwise. (School completion is assumed to occur in June of given year.) The dummy
early = 1 if school leaving age is less than highest grade completed as of June plus six.
late = 1 if school leaving age exceeds the highest grade completed in June plus six.
• AFQT scores. (NLSY97): The 1997 cohort was administered the CAT-ASVAB.version
of the test in 1997-98. The test was computerized unlike the 1980 test which was a
paper and pencil test. For comparability, Daniel Segall created a comparison between
the paper and pencil test and the computerized test. We use AFQT scores as computed
underhismethodologysoastobeabletocompareAFQTscoresacrossthe2samples.34
34The NLSY 1997 does not have AFQT score as designated by the DOD. Instead they have a self created variable
that mimics what the DOD does to various parts of the CAT-ASVAB. It is not comparable to the AFQT in 1979.CHANGES IN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN YOUTH 31
(NLSY79).The NLSY79 AFQT scores are used directly. They are age standardized in
the same way as the 1997 scores.
• Age standardizing AFQT scores. (1979 & 1997): Since age could play a role in deter-
mining the score one gets on the test conditional on cognitive skills, we age standard-
ize the AFQT scores as follows. We take 16 year olds and compute percentiles for their
AFQT scores. We can now associate a percentile with an AFQT score. We then com-
pute percentiles for every other age group. We assume that the percentile a person
is placed in at (say) age 14 is the same as the percentile the person would have been
placed in at age 16. We then associate the percentile with the AFQT score. Basically
we create a function applying percentiles to AFQT scores using 16 year olds. For ev-
ery other age group, we compute percentiles within that age group and then apply
the above mentioned function to get their age standardized AFQT scores. We used 16
year olds as the base group because that is the age group with the most overlap in the
2 samples.
• PresenceofbiologicalParentsatage14: (mom_only,dad_only, mom_dad,neitherMom_Dad).
35In1979thisvariableisconstructedusingaretrospectivequestiontoage14[R0001900].
In 1997 the variable [R1205300] is constructed using the household roster generated
based on the screener interview. In 1997 this variable therefore refers to the age of re-
spondents during the screening interview - typically between 12 and 16. In 1979 and
1997 there are 19 and 31 respondents respectively in the full sample for whom this in-
formation is missing. We assign these individuals to the largest category (living with
both biological mother and father).
• Race: Information on race and ethnicity is taken from the screener interviews. In both
surveys the variable combines ethnicity and race information and gives priority to
Hispanic ethnicity over race classiﬁcation.
– 1979 [R02147.00]: The 1979 race/ethnicity code does not allow for mixed race.
– 1997 [R14826.00]: The 1997 race/ethnicity code allows for mixed race/other clas-
siﬁcation. 83 respondents fall into this category. We eliminate these from the
analysis since there is no counterpart in the 1979.
• Mother’s Highest Grade Completed, Father’s Highest grade Completed. In both co-
horts, we use the same strategy to identify father and mother’s highest grade com-
pleted. The variables are based on a screener interview question . If the response
to the screener question in 1979 and 1997 is missing, we use the demographic roster
information collected each year.
• Wage: The actual wage variable used for the 1979 cohort is the hourly wage variable.
This variable denotes the hourly wage in cents and has been CPI adjusted for 2003. We
recoded real wage values below $3.00 as $3.00 and values above $200.00 to $200.00.
35Respondents living with "neither" parent were typically living with grandparents or other relatives.32 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
– Residualized wages: for the 1979 cohort we compute experience and education
adjusted wages in the following manner: regress the log of hourly wage on a cu-
bic of potential experience (deﬁned as age minus highest grade completed at age
22 minus 6) by education group. Education groups are less than 12 years of edu-
cation, exactly 12 years of education and more than 12 years of education. From
these regressions we compute the predicted log wage for a common experience of
23 and year 2002 and add the residual. In this manner we regression adjust wages
to reﬂect experience 23, year 2002 values.
• High School Diploma and GED Information: In 1979 a question is asked each year
whether the person has a GED or a HS diploma (respondents can also answer both,
but there are so few of them them that we include these respondents under the HS
Diploma category). If they respond in the afﬁrmative, then they were asked when
they received the HS Diploma or GED. We use answers to these questions to construct
indicators for HS Diploma and for GED by age 22. If respondents reported a degree
one year, but not in the following year we take that respondent to have obtained the
degree as stated in the prior interview. Hence if someone responds afﬁrmatively to
having a degree once, that person is considered to have obtained that degree for the
rest of the time in the sample. In the 1997 sample, we use the answers from questions
about the Highest Degree Completed to back out whether a person received a HS
Diploma or a GED by age 22.
APPENDIX B:COMPARABILITY OF AFQT-SCORES ACROSS NLSY79 AND NLSY97
Two major problems arise in making the AFQT-scores comparable across the NLSY79
and NLSY97 cohort. First, the ASVAB changed from a paper and pencil (P&P) format in 1980
to a computer adminstered (CAT) format in 1997. Second, NLSY79 sample members were
between 15 and 23 years old when they took the test. Test takers in the NLSY97 were between
12 and 18 years olds and thus typically were younger than their NLSY79 counterparts.
To make the AFQT scores comparable we perform two "equipercentile" procedures.
The ﬁrst method is based on the work of Daniel Segall (1997), who matches test scores of indi-
viduals across percentiles based on a study of individuals who were randomly administered
either the P&P or the CAT. As noted above, Segall kindly provided us with the results of map-
ping within age P&P (1979) scores for the NLSY79 sample into equivalent CAT (1997) scores
The second equipercentile procedure adjusts for the variation in age at test taking. For this
purpose we use the overlap between the age ranges of NLSY79 and NLSY97 test takers. The
most overlap exists for age 16 with 1329 respondents in 1997 taking the test at age 16 and 1324
respondents in 1980 taking the test at age 16. For each sample, we perform an equipercentile
mapping to age 16 of the scores of respondents who took the test age other ages. Speciﬁcally,
in the case of the NLSY79 sample, persons who took the test at age a who scored in the q’th
percentile among age a test takers were assigned the qth percentile value for NLSY79 sample
members who took the test at age 16. A corresponding set of assignments were made forCHANGES IN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN YOUTH 33
the NLSY97 sample. This procedure assumes that the relative rankings of individuals in the
AFQT-distribution on average do not depend on when they took the test. It also assumes that
the level of cognitive skills in adulthood associated with the qth percentile in the age 16 test
taker distribution is the same as that for the qth percentile in the age a distribution.
Table B.1 provides evidence that the joint distribution of observables and the AFQT
score is indeed similar across ages in both surveys. We estimate regressions of the standard-
ized AFQT-scores on interaction of the birth years with various observables used in the anl-
ysis. If the joint distribution of observables and percentile score conditional on age varies
across age, then we would expect that interacting age (or equivalently birth-year) with ob-
servables would predict the age standardized AFQT scores. Table B.1 shows the F-statistic
for excluding various sets of interactions between observables and birth years for various
speciﬁcations and both the NLSY79 and NLSY97. Table B.1 strongly suggests that there is no
variation in the relationship between observables and the AFQT score across cohorts within
either the NLSY79 and NLSY97.
10. APPENDIX C: FAMILY STRUCTURE IN THE NLSY SAMPLES AND IN THE CENSUS
Based on the NLSY79 and the NLSY97 we report a sizeable decline in the fraction
of children living with their families during adolescence. This appendix compares our ﬁnd-
ings with statistics on the family structure between 1980 and 2000 generated using 14 years
olds from both the 1 and 5% IPUMS samples in both census years. The IPUMS allows one
to generate a measure of social parenthood but not biological parenthood. This measure in-
cludes step-parents and adoptive parents. It is generated based on an algorithm exploiting
various survey responses from the Census on various questions regarding family structure,
age, whether a women has given birth, how many children survived, last name and other
indicators (see www.ipums.org). This algorithm changes over time and it is not clear how
comparable the variables are. The measures of family structure from the NLSY used through-
out the paper refer to biological parenthood and are based on survey responses obtained
during the screening interview. Due to differences in the questions, it is possible to construct
measures that are strictly comparable across cohorts only for the biological parent structure.
However, wecanalsogenerateanapproximatesocialmeasurebasedonthesurveyresponses.
The ambiguity arises because in 1997 we can not distinguish individuals living with one vs.
two adoptive parents if they do not have biological parents. This problem arises only for a
small number of cases (103) and we assign them to the largest group - both mother and father
present. Note that the family structure question in 1979 is retrospective and refers to family
structure at age 14. The family structure measures for the 1997 cohort are obtained during
the screening interview and refer to the age at the screening interview, ie 12-16 years of age.
Table C reports the social family structure measures for 1980-2000 from the IPUMS sample
and the biological and social family structure measures from the 1979 and 1997 NLSY cohort.34 ALTONJI, BHARADWAJ & LANGE
The IPUMS statistics are weighted by the weights (perwt) provided by the Census and the
NLSY variables are weighted by the cross-sectional weights.
The results in Table C provide additional evidence for the break-up of the traditional
family. The results from the NLSY and from the Census are roughly consistent, even though
in the NLSY we typically ﬁnd more individuals living with two (social) parents.NLSY 1979 NLSY 1997
(Birthyears 1957-1964) (Birthyears 1980-1984)
No excluded cases 12,682 8,984
Excluded oversampled White male and female 9,757 8,984
Excluded "Other" races 9,757 8,901
Excluded if age of entry to US > 16 years 9,661 8,901
Ought to be present at age 22 9,661 7,148
100.00% 100.00%
Present at age 22 9,228 6,085
95.52% 85.13%




Table 3.0 SAMPLE ATTRITION
Notes: Ought to be present at age 22 is calculated using birth year information of respondents. In the 1979 cohort we expect to
observe everyone at age 22. in the 1997 cohort, since the last year of interview is 2005, we only expect people born on or before 1983
to reach the age of 22 in the data. AFQT here means age standardized AFQT. Note that a small number of cases in both cohorts are
lost due to a death prior to age 22.
Reason for exclusion(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
N Pooled Attriters Stayers
Attriters-
Stayers 




White 4,899 78.90% 79.82% 78.86%
0.96 
(2.0442)
3,741 71.19% 75.30% 70.42%
4.88 
(1.4699)***
Black 2,911 14.75% 11.84% 14.89%
-3.05 
(1.7765)*
1,895 15.68% 13.44% 16.09%
-2.65 
(1.1807)***
Hispanic 1,851 6.35% 8.35% 6.25%
2.10 
(1.2210)*




Cross-Sectional Sample 6,082 84.64% 83.74% 84.68%
-0.942 
(1.8065)
5,352 87.07% 90.04% 86.52%
3.52 
(1.0892)***
Supplemental Sample 3,579 15.36% 16.26% 15.32%
0.942 
(1.8065)
1,796 12.93% 9.96% 13.48%
-3.52 
(1.0892)***
Parental Years of Schooling
Father
Years completed (average) 8,215 12.09 12.19 12.09
0.10 
(0.1780)
6,115 13.07 12.92 13.1
-0.18 
(0.1054)*
Missing 1446 10.00% 13.24% 9.84%
3.40 
(1.5025)**




Years completed (average) 9,038 11.78 11.73 11.79
-0.06 
(0.1292)
6,886 13.01 12.73 13.06
-0.33 
(0.0892)***
Missing 623 5.12% 7.14% 5.03%
2.11 
(1.1046)*
262 3.05% 3.38% 2.99%
0.39 
(0.5584)
Parental Presence at age 14
Mother only 2,378 18.54% 18.69% 18.54%
-0.15 
(1.9472)
2,817 35.67% 32.64% 36.24%
-3.60 
(1.5555)**
Father only 278 2.98% 4.09% 2.93%
1.16 
(0.8518)
418 6.36% 7.35% 6.18%
1.17 
(0.7927)
Mother and Father 6,545 75.38% 73.33% 75.48%
-2.15 
(2.1581)
3,473 52.75% 54.37% 52.45%
1.92 
(1.6216)
Neither Mother nor Father 460 3.09% 3.89% 3.05%
0.84 
(0.8673)
440 5.22% 5.64% 5.14%
0.50 
(0.7223)
Total 9,661 4.57% 95.43% 7,148 15.74% 84.26%
Table 3.1 Characteristics by Attrition Status at Age 22
NLSY 1979 NLSY 1997
Reported statistics are generated by attrition status at age 22 and weighted using the the base year sample weights for NLSY79 and NLSY97 respectively adjusted for 
year of entry into the US. For each statistic the difference between the attriter and stayers is reported with standard errors. Difference statistically significant at the .01 
level (***), .05 level (**) or .10 level (*). Std errors reported in parenthesis.Sample: persons observed at age 22


















White 4,674 78.95% 78.21% 78.98%
-0.77 
(2.2080)
3,115 71.35% 62.74% 73.17%
-10.42 
(1.521)***
Black 2,808 14.74% 12.45% 14.84%
-2.38 
(1.920)***
1,655 15.55% 18.68% 14.89%
3.78 
(1.223)***
Hispanic 1,746 6.31% 9.34% 6.19%
3.15 
(1.317)***
1,315 13.10% 18.58% 11.94%
6.63 
(1.136)***
Cross Sectional Sample 5,819 84.75% 84.18% 84.77%
-0.59 
(1.9471)
4,505 86.93% 81.76% 88.03%
-6.27 
(1.135)***
Supplemental Sample 3,409 15.25% 15.82% 15.23%
0.59  
(1.9471)
1,580 13.07% 18.24% 11.97%
6.27 
(1.135)***
Years completed (average) 9,201 12.64 11.82 12.68
-0.85 
(0.1087)***
6,014 13.12 12.56 13.23
-0.67 
(0.0679)***
Missing 27 0.29% 0.52% 0.28%
0.24       
(na)
71 0.92% 1.24% 0.85%
0.38 
(0.3218)
Parental Years of Schooling
Years completed (average) 7,858 12.09 11.63 12.11
-0.48 
(0.1938)**
4,814 13.12 12.55 13.23
-0.68 
(0.1169)***
Missing 1,370 9.94% 13.01% 9.81%
3.2 
(1.620)**
1,271 16.19% 21.43% 15.09%
6.34 
(1.2412)***
Years completed (average) 8,639 11.78 11.36 11.8
-0.44 
(0.1404)***
5,746 13.02 12.33 13.16
-0.83 
(0.0944)***
Missing 589 5.09% 8.66% 4.94%
3.72 
(1.190)***
339 4.53% 6.04% 4.21%
1.83 
(0.7019)***
Parental presence at age 14
Mother only 2,268 18.55% 16.09% 18.66%
-2.56  
(2.105)
2,431 35.93% 40.09% 35.05%
5.04 
(1.619)***
Father only 263 2.93% 3.99% 2.89%
1.09   
(0.914)
343 6.21% 7.22% 6.00%
1.22 
(0.8147)
Mother and Father 6,260 75.43% 75.33% 75.44%
-0.11  
(2.331)
2,943 52.84% 45.73% 54.34%
-8.61 
(1.682)***
Neither Mother nor Father 437 3.08% 4.60% 3.01%
1.58 
(0.9353)*
368 5.02% 6.96% 4.61%
2.34 
(0.7369)***
Total 9,228 5.92% 84.08% 6,085 19.98% 80.02%
Race
Sample
Table 3.2: Skill indicators/early outcomes by AFQT Missing status
NLSY 1979 NLSY 1997
Highest grade completed at age 22
Father
Mother
Reported statistics are generated for groups defined by observed AFQT test score and weighted using the attrition adjusted weights generated by the authors to account for attrition by
age 22 in both years. For each statistic the difference between the attriter and stayers is reported. *** denote rejecting the difference to be 0 at a 1%, ** at a 5% significance level, *** at






HGC at age 22 12.64 13.02
0.38 
(0.034)***
GED at age 22 5.80% 7.28%
1.48 
(0.410)***
HS Diploma at age 22 78.54% 80.15%
1.61 
(0.681)**
HGC>=14 at age 22 31.11% 39.79%
8.68 
(0.795)***
Enrolled at age 22 20.38% 29.95%
9.57 
(0.714)***
Father's HGC 12.09 12.81
0.72 
(0.055)***
Mother's HGC 11.77 12.71
0.94 
(0.0420)***
Mother only 18.57% 35.66%
17.09 
(0.6803)***
Father only 3.02% 5.94%
2.92 
(0.319)***
Mother and Father 75.23% 52.98% -22.25 
(0.731)***
Neither Mother nor Father 3.18% 5.42%
2.24 
(0.315)***
Work after leave school 83.11% 84.94% 1.83 
(0.907)**
1979 1997 Difference 
(1997-1979)
1979 1997 Difference 
(1997-1979)























HS Diploma at age 22 0.82 0.83
















































Mother and Father 0.81 0.59 -21.99 
(1.049)***
0.50 0.25 -24.87 
(1.437)***
0.66 0.56 -9.49 
(1.815)***







Work after leave school 0.87 0.88 1.3    
(1.228)*
0.68 0.75 6.32 
(1.934)***
0.80 0.84 4.68 
(2.030)**
White Black
Notes: Weighted means presented. Weights used are attrition-afqt adjusted weights created by the authors. Summary stats presented regardless 
of presence at age 22, except those variables which are measured at age 22 (HGC and Enrollment). 1997 data has another race category "Other" -
due to small numbers in that category we do not display it in this table
Hispanic
Table 3.3  Summary Statistics
Panel A: Statistics for Full Sample











































































































































































































Table 3.3  Summary Statistics (contd)
Panel C: Statistics by race and sex
Notes: Weighted means presented. Weights used are attrition-afqt adjusted weights created by the authors. Summary stats presented 
regardless of presence at age 22, except those variables which are measured at age 22 (HGC and Enrollment).  1997 data has another 

































































































Table 3.4  Summary Statistics on Education




White Black Hispanic(1) (2) (3) (4)
Smallest 0.75 0.002 0.001 0.000
2nd Smallest 0.75 0.002 0.001 0.000
1% 0.75 0.01 0.01 0.004
5% 0.75 0.08 0.07 0.03
10% 0.75 0.16 0.15 0.05
25% 0.75 0.36 0.3 0.2
50% 0.77 0.7 0.6 0.51
75% 0.94 1.2 1.23 1.18
90% 1.66 2.14 2.14 2.26
95% 1.89 2.95 3.12 3.49
99% 1.89 6.01 6.25 7.12
2nd Largest 1.89 19.53 18.38 45.32
Largest 1.89 22.06 32.65 90.8
Mean 1 1 1 1
Table 4.1 The Distribution of Propensity Weights for Different 
Skill Models
1)       This table describes the distribution of weights used to generate the counterfactual distributions 
described in the paper, with the exception that the weights used in the paper are capped at a max of 10. These 
propensity weights are estimated on the sample with reported AFQT scores and we report the distribution of 
weights for a selected, representative subset of propensity models. 









Percentile Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 1 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 1












































































































2)       Measured against corresponding sample reported in columns 1 and 2.
3)       All specifications match on race and gender. Model 4.4 (eq 4.4) refers to the specification matching on 
schooling,  parental education and family structure. Model 4.5 (eq. 4.5)  matches schooling, parental education, 
family structre, and  the AFQT-scores. Model 4.6 refers to the full specification (eq 4.6)  matching on schooling, 
AFQT scores, parental education, family structure  and  the school-work transition variables. 
Observed LFP in 
NLSY 79
Table 5.1 Comparison of Actual Employment Rates of 1979 Cohort with 
Counterfactual Rates based on characteristics of 1997 cohort.
1




1)       Employment Rate is measured by reference to a valid wage observation. An individual is coded to have a 
valid wage observation if the average hourly rate of pay lies between $3 and $200 (in 2003 real values) in a given 
year. Reported percentages refer to shares with valid wages in years with positive responses between 1998-2004.  
Sample 1 includes respondents with observed AFQT scores. Sample 2 includes those with missing AFQT 
scores. All statistics are weighted by the cross-sectional weights. Specifications estimated on sample 1 are in 
addition weighted to account for both attrition by age 22 and AFQT-non response.  Specifications estimated on 
Sample 2 are in addition weighted to account for attrition by age 22. Standard errors are bootstrapped with 200 
repetitions. Bootstrap stratified on NLSY cohort, race and gender. Units are sampled at the individual level. * 
refers to significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1 % level.Model 4.6
3 Model 4.5
3





































































































1)       Sample 1 includes only respondents with observed AFQT scores. Sample 2 includes those with  
missing AFQT scores.  Reported wage distributions are conditional on reporting positive wages. 
Wages are regression standardized to year=2002 and experience=23. Wages are inflation adjusted to 
1990 using the CPI-U. All statistics are weighted by the cross-sectional weights. Specifications 
estimated on sample 1 are in addition weighted to account for attrition by age 22 and AFQT-non 
response. Sample 2 are in addition weighted to account for attrition by age 22.   Standard errors: 
bootstrapped with 200 repetitions. Bootstrap stratified on NLSY cohort,  race and gender. Units are 
sampled at the individual level. * refers to significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1 % level.
2)       Measured against corresponding sample reported in columns 1 and 2.
3)       All Specifications match on race and gender. Model 4.4 (eq 4.4)  refers to the specification 
matching on schooling,  parental education and family structure. Model 4.5 (eq. 4.5)  matches 
schooling, parental education, family structre, and  the AFQT-scores. Model 4.6 refers to the full 
specification (eq 4.6)  matching on schooling, AFQT scores, parental education, family structure  and  
the school-work transition variables. 
Table 5.2 Comparison of Actual Wages of 1979 Cohort with Counterfactual 
Wage distributions based on characteristics of 1997 cohort.
1





distribution in NLSY 

























































































































































Table 6.1A Identifying the Contribution of Subsets of Variables to Differences between the 1979 and 1997 Wage Distributions
(1) + Race, 
Sex













2.        Columns 2-8 show the incremental contribution of relevant variables in the title of each column.




1.        Estimated on respondents with  non-missing AFQT scores (Sample 1). Reported wage distributions are conditional on reporting positive wages. Wages are 
regression standardized to year=2002 and experience=23. Wages are inflation adjusted to 1990 using the CPI-U.  Standard errors: bootstrapped with 200 repetitions. 
Bootstrap stratified on NLSY cohort, race and gender. Units are sampled at the individual level. All statistics are weighted by NLSY cross-sectional weights adjusted for 
attrition by age 22 and non-response to the AFQT variable. 
Sum of 
columns (2)-




























































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6.1B: Identifying the Contribution of Subsets of Variables to Differences between the 1979 and 
1997 Wage Distributions by Race and Sex
Percentile
Marginal Effects of Additional Variables
(4)  + Work 
Transition
(2)  + 
Highest 
Grade







(1)  + Family 
Background




































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6.1B (contd): Identifying the Contribution of Subsets of Variables to Differences between the 1979 





Marginal Effects of Additional Variables









































































Father only 0.007 (0.0300) 0.029










































2)       R-sq = 0.197, F (18, 23865) = 185.48, N = 23884.
-0.008 
(0.0027)***
Race and Sex dummies
0.008 
(0.0010)***
1)       The sample excludes respondents without valid AFQT scores and attriters by age 22. The excluded 
category in the regression specification are white males, with both mother and father present at age 14 and who 
did not graduate by age 20. Observations are weighted using the cross-section weights provided by the NLSY 
adjusted to account for attrition by age 22 and AFQT non-response. Standard errors in parenthesis. *** 









Parental Years of Schooling
Mother























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1) The sample excludes respondents without valid AFQT scores and attriters by age 22. The excluded category in the regression specification are  with both mother and father present at age 14 and who did not 
graduate by age 20. Observations are weighted using the cross-section weights provided by the NLSY adjusted to account for attrition by age 22 and AFQT non-response. Standard errors in parenthesis. *** 
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Percentile of wage dibn
1. Race and gender only 2. +family background
3. +AFQT and HGC 4. + work transition
Depicted are changes in log wages predicted with various prediction variables
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Specification 1  Cohort X Race 0.81 15, 8903 0.67 0.5 6, 5001 0.81
Specification 2  Cohort X Parental HGC 0.73 15, 7337 0.76 0.64 6, 3895 0.7
Specification 3 Cohort X HGC 0.74 8, 6824 0.65 0.82 3, 5005 0.48
 
Specification 1: regression of standardized afqt on cohort dummies, cohort dummies interacted with hgc, and hgc where hgc refers to highest grade 
Specification 2: regression of standardized afqt on cohort and race dummies, cohort dummies interacted with race.
Specification 3: regression of standardized afqt on cohort dummies, cohort dummies interacted with hgc, cohort dummies interacted with race, cohort 
dummies interacted with father's hgc, hgc and mother's hgc
Appendix B Table 1: Testing Age Standardization of AFQT Scores
NLSY 1979 NLSY 1997
Notes:  Reported are test statistics from three specifcations exploring whether the relationship between the AFQT-score and observed variables changes 
with age of test taking. Each F-test refers to the test whether the interaction of the age of test taking with observable characteristics is 0 in a linear 1980 1990 2000
Mother and 
Father 75.1 70.61 66.88 83.34 68.16
Mother only 17.02 18.61 20.15 12.77 24.19
Father only 2.44 3.44 5.06 1.39 3.74
Neither 5.44 7.35 7.91 2.5 3.92
Mother and 
Father .. .. .. 75.16 52.75
Mother only .. .. .. 18.72 35.67
Father only .. .. .. 3 6.36
Neither .. .. .. 3.12 5.22





Appendix B Table 2: Parental Presence at Age 14
Living with at age 14: NLSY79 NLSY97Figure A-2
5 6 7 8 9 10
NLSY79 NLSY97 (Counterfactual)
Counterfactual based on full prediction set as in specification 4.6, Sample 1
Density of log wages 'while working'. Log wages regression adjusted to year=2002, experience=23
Densities smoothed with Epanechnikov kernel (bw=0.075)
Fig A-1: Observed and Counterfactual Log Wage Density






































0 20 40 60 80 100
percentile in 1979 wage distribution
Adjusting for (race, sex) composition
+ family background + Schooling and AFQT score
kernel smoothed
Fig 3: Propensity weights by 1979 Wage Distribution